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A Two-Hundred-Foot
Yardstick
EveryMicroinch
with Graduations
is readyto measure
Thisnew and innovativelaserinterferomefer
distancewith no warmupat all. From ifs speciallydesigned
two-trequencylaserand heterodyningtechniquesit derivesincreasedsensitivity
and resistanceto air turbulence.With its internal
computerit can smooth iittery readings,calculatevelocity,and improveresolution.
By John N. Dukesand GaryB. Gordon

A r,RsBnnBapr makes an eminently practical working
standardfor measuringlength. With its high degreeof
coherence,it is usableover distancesof hundredsof feet.
Its short wavelengthpermits resolution into the microinch range.Its wavelengthcan be determinedto a high
degreeof accuracy-parts in 10?or better. It is locked
to an atomic transition in neon and to the velocity of
light, and does not require periodic recalibrations.On
this yardstick, the graduationsare laid down by nature
herself.
The new HP Model 5525A Interferometeris a portable distance-measuring
standardwhich takesadvantage
of these desirablelaser attributes, and incorporatesas
well a number of refinementswhich give it significantly
better performance,reliability, and easeof usethan other
interferometers.It measuresdistancesfrom zero to more
than 200 feet. It has one microinch resolution (0.4 pin
or 10-8m when measuringin metric units) and is accurate within five parts in 10'. There is no needto wait an
hour or more after turn-on for it to warm up; it meetsits
accuracyspecificationimmediately and maintains itself
in tune automatically.It haselectronicaveragingto make
readingsrock-steadyeven in the presenceof minute vibrations,and it has unusualimmunity to air turbulence,
the most commoncauseof poor interferometerperformance.
Fits In a Suitcase
The interferometerhas three components(seeFig. 1):
a laser head that generatesa low-power laser beam, a
reflector that returns the beam to the laser head, and a
control box that computesand displaysthe readings.The
entire systemis so compactthat it can easily be carried
from place to place in a suitcase.It weighs orrJy44
pounds.

In practice, either the laser head or the reflector is
mounted on the device whose movementis to be measured,and the other unit is mountedat a fixed point. The
control box can be placedanywhereallowedby the single
l5-foot cable conneiting the box to the laser head.
The reflectoris a glasstrihedral prism, or'cube corner]
similar to the onesrecentlyplacedon the moon. Distance
is measuredby electronicallycounting wavelengthsof
light. Distancechangeis measured,rather than the absolute distancebetweenthe laser head and the reflector.
Thus any point may be definedas a zeto reference.
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Fag.1. Model 55254 Laset lnteilerometer is a tugged, easyto-use distance-measuring system with a rcnge ol 200 leet,
accutacy bettet than 5 parts in
107,and usable resolution better than one micrcinch. lts new
two-trcquency laser watms up
instantly, runs cool, and doesn't
mind air turbulence, the most
common cause of poot interferometet perlormance.

Flg. 2. Model 55254 lnteilerometet has 10 microinch resolution in NORMAL and SMOOTH
modes, one microinch in X 10
mode. In the SMOOTH mode,
successlve readings arc averaged to eliminate vibration-induced iitter in the display. The
systern can also display the
moving rctlectot's velocity, up
to 720 in/min. Behind the dool
at right are thumbswitches tol
setting in velocity-ol-light corrections.

To convert from wavelengths of light to useful units
of inches or millimeters the interferometer performs several operations. The wavelength, about 25 microinches,
is first divided electronically to finer than one microinch.
The result is then multiplied digitally by the wavelength
of the laser light in either English or metric units, corrected for slight variations in the velocity of light due to
the temperature,pressure,and humidity of air, and finally
displayed to 9 digits as the distancetraversed.
Two FrequenciesFight Turbulence
The interferometer derives its immunity to air turbulence from a new two-frequency system,describedin detail later in this article. Turbulence has always been a
seriousproblem for laser interferometers.The same heat
waves that causea distant image on the horizon to flutter
can also affect the laser beam. The effect is equivalent to
an intensity variation. Similar intensity variations are produced by absorption and dispersion from atmospheric
contaminantssuch as smoke or oil mist, and by dirt films
on the optical surfaces.A measureof an interferometer's
ability to operate under these adverse conditions is the

maximum loss of returned beam it can tolerate.
Where most interf erometers are comf ortable with 5 0 Vo
loss of signal, the two-frequency interferometer tolerates
more than 95%. This additional margin of safety also
frees the two-frequency interferometer from periodic
electrical adjustments. There are no adjustments for
beam intensity or triggering threshold. Furthermore, the
interferometer tolerates signal variations produced when
the reflector is rotated, so it can make measurementssuch
as dynamic growth of a lathe spindle resulting from bearing self-heating.
Special Laser Designed
The heart of the interferometer is a unique single-mode
helium-neon gas laser specificallydesignedfor this application. Its output is a continuous red beam at 632.8nm
(6328A). Conventional laboratory lasersare stabilizedby
placing them in an oven, but for a portable distancemeasuring device this presentstwo drawbacks. First, the
time required for the oven to stabilize can approach an
hour. and second.the heat of the oven can causethe ob-

ject being measuredto expand,thereby invalidating the
results.In the new laser, the laser cavity is stabilizedby
cient-of-expansionstructure,
using an internal zero-coeffi
combined with a servo loop for automatic tuning. The
results are zerowarmup time and a cool-runningoptical
head.Also, sincethe tuning systemdoesn'thaveto dither
the laser frequency to find line center, the display is
steadierthan that of other interferometers.This laser is
the subject of the article beginning on page 14. Other
design goals contributing to its unusual configuration
were long lifetime and ruggedness.

length of the standard.An exampleof its use is in calibrating a machineat an elevatedtemperature,say 78o,
and correctingthe resultsback to 68'. If the machine
is cast iron and has a coefficientof expansionof 6.5
ppm/oF, then it will be 65 ppm too largeat 78oE Correction is effectedby subtracting65.0 from the thumbwheel switch reading.
Another use for theseswitchesis to make slight corrections for variations in the velocity of light for very
precisemeasurements.
A simple table convertsreadings
of barometric pressure and air temperature into the
proper number to enter on the switches.
Modesof Operation
Within a few months an accessorywill be available
The new interferometerhas severalmodes of operawhich will automatically compute the velocity-of-light
tion. In the normal mode display is nearly instantaneous, correction.It will have sensorsto measureair pressure,
to a resolutionof 10 millionths of an inch. In this region
air temperature,and machine temperature.There are
one becomessuddenlyaware of how flexible even masgood argumentsfor both approaches;manual entry of
sive structurescan be. Granite surfaceplates and large
the correction factor has the advantageof being both
machinesmay be deformedby mild pressures,and vibraeconomicaland conduciveto good measurementtechtions produced by nearby motors produce small rapid
nique, while automaticcompensationsavesa few operdimensionalfluctuations.When presenttheseare seenas
ator stepsbut requiresperiodic recertificationto mainsuperimposeddigits in the rightmost display tube, since tain accuracy. Other accessories,which are available
the vibrations are faster than the eye can resolve.
now, are a printer and a 90o beam-bender.
Frequentlyone would like to seethrough such vibraHumanEngineering
tions to observeother deflections,such as machine de'smoothing'
flection under loading by the workpiece.The
Many man-hourswent into the human engineeringof
mode of operation effectivelyaccomplishesthis. In this
the interferometer,and the result proves that a basic
mode,a sequenceof measuredvaluesis low-pass-filtered length-measuring
instrumentneednot be complicatedto
digitally so the display showsthe averagepositionrather
For
example,the operationsof starting the
be accurate.
than the instantaneousposition. Thus the reading belaser,tuning and locking it, and resettingthe display are
performedautomaticallywhenthe power switchis turned
comesrock-steady.
The normal and smoothedmodesdisplaydistancewith
on. Seldom-usedcontrols such as electrical self-checks
resolution
of
10
millionths
of
an
a
inch, or about one
are placedbehind a front panel door. Only low voltages
five hundredth the diameter of a human hair. Fine as
are carriedon the cableto the interferometer.so no shock
this is, there are applicationsin metrology, photogram- hazards are present should a chip cut into the cable.
metry, and integrated-circuit mask-making for which
For easierreadability, insignificantleading zeros on the
more resolution is desirable.In the x 10 mode resolu- display are automatically blanked. Front-panel range
tion is electronicallyextendedby interpolatingbetween changesor units changes(e.g.,metric to English) do not
fringes.Resultantresolutionis one microinch in English
destroy the distanceinformation, and when the instruunits,or 10-8m in metricunits. 10-8m (0.4 microinches) ment is switchedout of velocity or feed-ratemode, the
is about 25 times the atomic spacingin a crystal lattice.
distancereadingis still valid.
An internal time referenceis included for digital veThe cube-cornerreflector was designedfor unusual
locity or feed rate measurementsup to I foot/second versatility in mounting and easeof alignment (Fig. 3).
or 720 inches/minute.Theseare derived by subtracting Holes allow 90o rotation, and turning a single knurled
subsequentdistancemeasurementsat precisely known
ring clampsall axes.The basemay be interchangedwith
intervals.
standardmagneticallyclamped bases.The column and
a rear shoulderon the housingare both s/einch in diamVelocilyof Light Corrections
eter, for easyretentionin colletsor chucks.There is also
Behind a front-panel door (Fig. 2) is a vernier for
a rear threadfor mountingthe cube-cornerperpendicular
making, in efiect, fine and calibrated adjustmentsin the
to flat surfaces.

How Interferometers Work
When Apollo 11 landed man on the moon for the first
time, a corner reflector was set up as part of an experi
ment to measurethe distanceto the moon very precisely.
Laser pulses were bounced off the reflector, and the time
of travel of the envelopeof each pulse was a measure of
the distance.A radar measuresdistancein the same way,
but at a lower carrier frequency.
Interferometers measure distancesin a different way,
that is, by counting wavelengths of the carrier signal,
rather than by measuring the travel time of the envelope

Fig.3. Retlector,
or 'cubecomer',ls deslgnedlor easy
mountingin a varietyol ways,and lor easy alignment.
Turninga singleknurledring clampsall axes.
of the carrier. All modern interferometers are based on
techniquespioneered by A. A. Michelson in the 1890's

(Fie.a).
Michelson used a half-silvered mirror to split the beam
from a light source into two beams, each of which was
reflected from a mirror and again recombined at the half
silvered mirror. With the mirrors exactly aligned and
motionlessthe observer seesa constant intensity of light.
But if one of the mirrors is moved very slowly the observer will see the beam repeatedly increasingand then
decreasingin intensity as the light from the two paths
adds and cancels.Each half wavelensth of mirror travel

means a total optical path changeof one wavelength and
one complete cycle of intensity change.If the wavelength
of the light is known, then the travel of the mirror can
be accurately determined. It's important to note that the
distance out to the moving mirror may not be known;
interferometers measure the changes ol position of the
mirrors with respect to each other.
To convert Michelson's apparatus into an electronic
measuring instrument basically requires only a photocell
to convert beam intensity into a varying electrical signal,
and an electronic counter to tally the cycles of beam intensity. To make such a device practical, however, several other improvements are necessary.
First, becausemirror alignment is extremely critical,
modern interferometersuse cube corners instead of mirrors. Cube corners reflect light parallel to its angle of
incidence regardlessof how accurately they are aligned
with respectto the beam. Second,modern interferometers
use lasers as light sources,for two reasons: if the interferometer is to be used over any significant distance the
light must be pure, i.e., single wavelength;if the interferometer is to be accurate,the wavelength must be exactly
known. The laser satisfiesthese criteria beautifully.
A third improvement is direction-sensingelectronics.
A single photocell isn't sufficient to sensewhich way the
reflector is being moved. The method used by most interferometers to sensedirection is to split one of the optical beams into two portions, delay one portion in phase
by 90o, and then, after recombination, detect each portion of the beam using a separatephotocell. This technique gives two signals which vary sinusoidally in intensity as the reflector is moved, and they differ in phase
of brightnessby 90o. These two signals, after dc amplification, can be used to drive a reversible counter, and
the phase separation is sufficient to inform the counter
of the direction senseof the motion.
Although all commercial interferometersto date have
been built this way, there is a fundamental problem with
this conventional system. Fig. 5(a) illustrates the output
of one of the photocells as one of the reflectors is moving. Notice that the intensity variations are centered
around the triggering levels of the counter. But if the
intensity of either light beam or the intensity of the source
should change, the variations in intensity may not cross
the triggering levels. Fig. 5(b) illustrates this condition.
Thus a change in intensity can stop operation until the
trigger levels are readjusted. Such a change in intensity
conventionally occurs as the laser ages; it always occurs
when turbulenceeither deflectsthe beam slightly or warps
the wavefront, and, while trigger levels can be adjusted

Fig. 4. Laser interferometers are based on the Mlchelson
interletometer ot the 1890's. ll one of the two miilots
moves, the obsetver sees the light repeatedly increasing
and decreasing in intensity as light lrcm the two paths
alternately adds and cancels. Each cycle of intensity
corresponds to a halt-wavelength of mirror travel. lt the
wavelength ot the light is known, intensity cycles can
be counted and converted to distance trcveled.

for long-termchanges,no automatictrigger-leveladjustmentscan follow the fast changesin intensityone usually
finds in a shop atmospherewhere the interferometeris
often used.
Two FrequenciesAre BetlerThanOne
The new HP interferometeroperateson a heterodyne
principle and completelyavoidsthis problem.While conventionalinterferometersmix two light beamsof the same
frequency,the HP interferometerusesa two-frequency
laser and mixes light beamsof two differentfrequencies.
Fig. 6 is a diagramof the system.
The virtue of the two-frequencysystemis that the
distanceinformation is carried on ac waveforms,or carriers, rather than in dc form. Unlike dc amplifiers, ac
amplifiersare not sensitiveto changesin the dc levelsof
their inputs.
The ac signalsrepresentingdistancechange:ue generatedin a mannerexactlyanalogousto the intermediate
frequencycarriersin the everydayFM heterodyneradio
receiver.The ac signalor'intermediatefrequency'isproducedby mixing two slightlydifferentopticalfrequencies,
near 5 X lQtnHz, differingby only partsin 10'g.If these
had to be generatedby different sources,the stability requirementswould be almost prohibitive. But by a fortunate circumstance,a lasercan be forced to oscillateon
two frequenciessimultaneously,simply by applying an
axial magneticfield. The two frequenciesthat result are
very closetogether,but the correspondingcomponentsof
the laser beam have oppositecircular polarizationsand
can thereforebe separatedby polarizedflltering.

Fig. 5. Most laser inteilercmeterc use dc sysfems in
which intensity changes due to aging or air turbulence
can interlere with triggering and cause imprcper counting. The new HP interlerometer uses an ac system which
doesn't have this ptoblem.

One of the two frequencycomponentsis used as the
measuringbeam and reflectedfrom the cube corner. On
'local
return it is mixed with the secondfrequency,or
oscillator' in receiverlanguage.The mixing producesthe
well-known fringe patterns of alternate light and dark
bands causedby alternateconstructiveand destructive
interference.The eyecan't resolvethesebands,however,
sincethey flicker at a tate of severalmillion per second.
If the movable cube-cornerreflector happensto be stationary, the rate will be exactly the differencebetween
the laser's two frequencies,about 2.0 million fringes/
second.Now if the reflectoris moved,the returningbeam's
frequencywill be Doppler-shiftedup or down slightly,
as with a passingtrain's whistle. A reflector velocity of
one foot per secondcausesa Doppler shift of approximately lMHz This fringe frequencychangeis monitored
by a photodetectorand convertedto an electricalsignal.
A secondphotodetectormonitorsfringe frequencybefore
the paths are separated,as a referencefor the fringe rate
g to zeromotion.
correspondin
These two frequenciesfrom the photodetectorsare
next countedin a form of reversiblecounter. One frequencyproducesup-counts,the other down. If there is
no motion, the frequenciesare equal,and no net countis
accumulated.Motion. on the other hand,raisesor lowers
the Dopplerfrequency,producingnet positiveor negative
cumulativecountscorrespondingto the distancetraversed
in wavelengthsof light.

Fig. 6. /n the HP interferometet, two lrequencies are generated by the laser and separated by optical lilters of opposite circular polailzations. The beam of trequency lt
is Doppler-shifted as it bounces olt the moving reflector. The returned beam is optically mixed with the beam ol trequency tz and the ditterence lrequency is detected,
amplitied, counted, and ebnverted to distance ttaveled.

lC Calculator
A small integrated-circuitcalculator converts these
wavelengthsto Englishor metric units of length.The low
cost, small size, and high reliability of IC's make such a
calculatorfeasiblefor this application.And as a bonus,
havingthe flexiblecalculatorpresentmakesit economical
to include other functions,such as smoothing,resolution
extension,and velocity computation.
Smoothingis done by first storing the previous distance reading. Then when a new distanceis computed,
it is not displayed.Rather, the previousdistancereading
is changedslightly(0.1%) towardthe new distance,and
this result is displayed.Consequentlythe display is sluggishto rapid changes.This digital low-passfiltering is the
logic designer'scounterpartof the mechanicalengineer's
dashpotsand the analogdesigner'sRC fllters. Resolution
extensionis achievedin much the sameway, by random
sampling and averaging.Velocity is computedby subtracting subsequentreadings at tenth-secondor thousandth-minuteintervals. E
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SPECIFICATlONS
HP Model 5525A
Laser Inlerferometel
ACCURACY (exclusive of velocity of light, alignment and work piece temperature):
5 p a r t s i n 1 0 7a 1 c o u n t i n I e a s t s i g n i f i c a n t d i g i t ( : ! 2 c o u n t s i n m e t r i c u n i t s )
R E S O L U T I O N( l e a s t c o u n t ) :
N O R M A L M O D E : 0 0 0 0 0 1i n o r 0 0 0 0 2m m
x 1 0 M O D E : 0 0 0 0 0 0 1i n o r 0 0 0 0 0 2 m m
OPERATING RANGE: 200 ft, 60 meters, in typical machine shop environments
MAXfMUM MEASURING VELOCITY: 72o in/min (1 ftls), 03 m/s
VELOCITY MEASUREMENT;
RANGE:
E N G L I S H : 0t o ' 1 2 i n / s . 0 t o 7 2 0 i n l m i n
I , 4 E T R I C : 0t o 3 0 0 m m / s , 0 t o ' 1 8 , 3 0 0m m / m i n
A C C U R A C YA N D R E S O L U T I O N :
ENGLISH:10 0001 inls, t0 01 inlmin
METRIC: a0 002 mm/s, t0 2 mm/min
WARMUP TIME: None
LASER TUNING: Laser tuning is automatic
DISPLAY: I djgits with appropriate decimal point and comma, and + or - sign
UN I T S :
N O R M A L , S M O O T H a n d x 1 0 M O D E S Ti n , m m , t r / 4
V E L O C I T YM O D E : i n l s , i n l m i n , m m / s o r m m / m i n
Drsplay in all modes (Normal, Smooth, x 10, and Velocity) and all units available
a t a n y l i m e d u r i n g o r a f t e r a m e a s u r e m e n tw r t h o u t l o s s o l a n y i n f o r m a t i o n
N o n s i g n i f i c a o tl e a d i n g z e r o s a r e b l a n k e d f o r r e a d a b i l i l y
RESET: Pushbutton reset to zero
E R R O B I N O I C A T O R S :B e a m i n t e r r u p t , o v e r s p e e d
TEST CIRCUITS:
F r o n t - p a n e l p u s h b u t t o n - o p e r a t e di e s t c i r c u i t s v e r i f y t h a t a l l c o m p u t i n g c i r c u i t s a r e
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operating properly
A L I G N M E N T T O M E A S U R I N GA X I S :
E u i l L i n t h r e e - p o i n tk i n e m a t i c s u s p e n s i o na n d p r e c i s i o n a d j u s t m e n tp e r m i l s a c c u r a l e
alignment to measuring axis Signal strength meler on tront panel makes possible
e a s y p o s i t i o n i n g o f r e t r o r e f l e c t o rf o r m a x i m u m o p t i c a l s i g n a l
I N T E R C H A N G E A BLI I T Y :
A n y H P i n t e r f e r o m e t e rh e a d w i l l o p e r a t e w i t h a n y H P d i s p l a y u n i t
VELOCITY OF LIGHT COMPENSATION:
A combined lactor for barometric pressure, temperature,and humidity is derived
trom a supplied table The faclor, directly in pails per million with 0 1 ppm resolulion is manually entered via thumbwheel switches The range of this factor is largo
e n o u g h t o c o v e r a n y p o s s i b l e s e l o f e n v i r o n m e n t a lc o n d i t i o n s
MATERIAL THERMAL EXPANSIONCOMPENSATION:
T h e r m a l e x p a n s i o n c o m p e n s a t i o ni n p a d s p e r m i l l r o n i s m a n u a l l y e n l e r e d v i a l h u m b wheel swilches
INPUTS:
Automatic velocity ol lrght compensation or remole manual VOL cofipensalion
Auxiliary: Remote front panel controls, i e, Reset, Manual Print, Normal, Smoolh,
x 10, Velocity, Tuning Error, Beam Interrupt Error
OUTPUTST
BCD output tor printer, computer, Fourier analyzer,etc Timed conlact closure for
automatic NC test advance, or periodic data recording applications
P R I C E : M o d e l 5 5 2 5 4 ( l n c l u d e s M o d e l 5 5 0 0 4 I n t e r f e r o m e t e rH e a d , M o d e l 5 5 0 5 4 D i s p l a y , a n d M o d e l 1 0 5 5 0 A R e t l e c t o r ) ,$ 1 1 , 5 0 0 . 0 0 .
M A N U F A C T U R I N GD I V I S I O N : S A N T A C L A R A D I V I S I O N
5301 Stevens Creek Boulevard
Santa Clara. Calitornia 95050
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A New Tool for OId Measurements- and
New OnesToo
By Andr6 F. Rud6and KennethJ. Wayne

Although Model 5525A Laser Interferometermeasuresdistance and velocity with great range and accuracy, it is
neverthelesspractical and economicallyjustifiable to use
it for making gross low-accuracymeasurements,since it is
fast and easy to use. The diagram illustratesthe spectrum
of its applications.
The primary application is in calibration of numerically
controlled machine tools and coordinale measuring machines in the machine shop and metrology lab. The laser
beam can be aligned parallel to the axis of a machine tool
or measuringmachinein a few minutes.Becausethe system
requires no warmup, calibration may begin immediately.
Complete calibration of a three-axis machine tool with a
printed record and/or a graph of errors versus command
position can be accomplished in a few hours, compared
with days by conventional methods. What's more, conventional methods do not automaticallygenerate a graph. No
speciallytrained personnelare needed,since the new interferometer is very simple to operate.
New for a laser interferometeris the ability to measure
the axial growth of a rotatingspindle due to frictional heat
in its bearings.The cube-corner reflector is chucked and
spun in the spindle and the beam is aligned parallelto the
axis.This cannot be done with a conventionalinterferometer
because,when the nonreflectingedges of the cube corner
pass through the beam, the optical signal drops below the
level at which the counter can safely trigger. The new
interferometer,however, can tolerate a 95% loss of optical
signal without error, so the small amountof light lost as the
cube-corner edges go through the beam is hardly even
noticed.
Since this laser interferometeralso measuresvelocity, it
is possible to calibrale machine lool feed lale at the same
time positioningaccuracy is measured.
In the metrology laboratory the new interferometeris useful for calibration ol other length standards such as micrometer heads,tool-makers'microscopes,glass and metal
scales, and_even low-accuracy steel tapes over 200 feet
long. With suitablefixturing it can be used for parts inspection.
It is particularlynoteworthythat metrologicalcalibrations
may be performedcontinuouslyratherthan in discretesteps
as required with gage blocks. The HP error plotting option
generates a continuous plot of leadscrew error versus
position that allows the metrologistto see short-termvariations in lead (leadscrew drunkenness)which otherwise
might be obscured by the 'synchronoussampling' of gage
blocks. Also the error incurred by transferringa measurement from a part to a stack of gage blocks can be avoided.
ln keeping with the present trend toward on-the-machine
inspection, the new inteferometer is a natural for use as a
length standard.The machine tool is convertedto an N/C
measuring machine by replacing the cutting tool with a

contact probe and using the laser interferometeras the
positiontransducer.The sametape used to machinethe part
is used to control the inspectionprocess.A part may be inspected in its fixture immediatelyafter machining.
Model 55254 Interferometer is already used as a precision option on conveniional N/C machine lools that have
their own built-inpositiontransducers.With this arrangement
it is possible to machine to normal tolerances with N/C.
Then, for precisionmachining,the controllerturns the machine over to the operatorwho manuallypositionsone axis
at a time using the laser interferomeier.An exampleof this
use might be preciselocatingof dowel holes in a large part.
With the aid of beam benders,a single HP interferometerin
a fixed mounting location can be used to position all axes
of a machine.
From here it is only a short step to complete closed-loop
N/C or computer conlrol of the machinetool.
Olher applications for the new interferometerare in control of step-and-repeatcameras for integrated-circuitproduction, in control of artwork generators,in mapmaking,
and in photogrammetry.
Stress-analysis
and thermal-expansion-coefficientmeasurementsof interestto the mechanical
engineer and metallurgistare easily made, and physicists
can make index of refractionmeasurements.
A new and still
experimentalapplicationis predictingearthquakesby accurate long-term measurements of earth movement in fault
locations.
As for the future, who knows what is possible when you
can measurea microinch?

AutomaticErrorPlotting-a ReportGard
for NonlinearBehavior
By JonathanD.Garman

IN eruosr

EvERy CALIBRATIoN oF A LINEAR sYStEM, the

desiredresult is a plot of systemerror as a function of
somecalibrationparameter.In the caseof machinetool
calibration,the calibration parameteris the nominal or
commandposition of the machinetool along one of its
axes,and the error is the differencebetweenthe actual
position and the commandposition.
Although laser interferometershave greatly increased
the accuracy and speed of machine-tool calibrations,
methodsof deriving errors and presentingthem graphically havebeenlargelyunsatisfactory,rangingfrom tedious manual methods to complex, expensiveautomatic
systems.
The main stumblingblock in the automaticapproach
is that the commandposition of the machinetool is awkward to obtain in electricalform. In manual machines,
of course,the commandposition is simply not available.
In someautomaticmachinesit is available,but codesare
not standardizedand vary from machine to machine.
Even when the commandposition is available in electrical form, dozensof interconnectionsare required to
make use of it.
New Error PlottingSystem
The HP approachdoesn'tsolvetheseproblems,it sidestepsthem by making a few nonrestrictiveassumptions
about machineerrors. As a result, automaticerror plotting becomesa simpletask,requiringonly an inexpensive
plug-in option for the interferometer,a single two-wire
cable to the machine tool, and an X-Y recorder. The
only signal required from the machineis a simple synchronizationpulseto signify that the machineis in nominal position on a calibrationpoint.
The principal assumptionmade in implementingthe
error plotting systemis that the largesterror to be encounteredwill be lessthan half the intervalbetweencalibration points. If the errors prove to be larger than this,
the interval can be widenedappropriately.The interval
betweencalibration points can be any integral multiple
of 0.010inch and the rangeis 100 inches,Longerscales
can be calibrated in 100-inch segments.If the interfer-

mode all
ometer is operatingin the extended-resolution
thesenumbersare divided by 10. The full-scaleposition
is selectable,and accuracy is constant (approximately
O.5Voof.reading)whetherfull scaleis one inch or 100
inches.
How the systemworksis bestexplainedby an example.
Supposethat a positive error exists at three calibration
points and the interferometer readings are 4.00012
inches,4.1.0017inches, and 4.20023 inches.The error
plotting systembreaks each reading into two parts and
assumesthe right-handpart is the error and the left-hand
part is the commandposition. It then plots each righthand part as a function of each left-hand part. Thus
12, 17, and 23 are assumedto be the errorsin tensof
microinchesat the calibrationpoints 4.00000 inches,
4.10000 inches, and 4.20000 inches,respectively.In
other words, the systemderivesboth commandposition
and error just by inspectingthe interferometerdisplay.
There is no needfor complicatedcomputationsand massiveinterfaces.
When negativeerrors are encountered,the right-hand
digits are complementedto obtain the correct absolute
value of the error. The left-hand digits are incremented
by one unit so the error will not be plotted one steptoo
low.
Modesof Operation
The error plotting option operatesin one of several
modes,dependingupon the type of machinebeing calibrated. For a full N/C machine tool, a commandtape
is preparedto position the machine sequentiallyto the
desiredcalibration points.* The interferometercontacts
are clipped in parallel with the manual-stepbutton. The
contactsstepthe machinethroughthe control tapepointby-point, plotting the position and error at eachcalibration point. The steppingrate is front-panelselectable.
When calibratinga manually controlledmachinesuch
as a manual milling machine,the machine is placed in
control of timing. A pulse must be generatedeach time
the machinemovesone calibrationinterval. This can be
(and hasbeen)doneeitherby havinga microswitchdrop
* SomenewerN/C controllers
don'trequirethe command
tape.
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Graphic displays, like these
generated by the errcr plotting
option tor Model 5525A Laser
lntetterometer, show machine
errors in petspective. Both plots
were made during a calibration
of one axis of a numerically
controlled milling machine that
was suspected ot being out ot
specilication over large distances. The top plot shows the
eilor at 0.1 inch intervals over
the entirc 24-inch axis. The upward slopes rcveal that the machine's three 11-inch internal
sca/es are all long by 50 parts
per million. The rightmost scale
is also 0.0005 inch out ot position, as shown by the downward
step, which is broadened by the
ettect ot the machine's threeinch-wide read head. Plotting
time was lour minutes. The bottom plot magnifies a 0.2 inch
section of the same sca/e,
showing the errct at 0.001inch
intetvals. There is a cyclic error
with a peak value ot 0.0005
inch, indicating misadjustment
of the electrcnic circuits which
intetpolate between the 0.1 inch
marks of the machine's inductive scales. Similar cyclic errors
are olten seen on leadscrew
machines and micrcmeters.

0.0{D4

0.0002

into teeth on a gear on the drive leadscrew, or by a lampphotocell combination looking through a slotted disc
driven by the leadscrew. The pulse commands the interferometer to make a measurement and plot the error.
Measurements are taken on the fly, that is, without stopping the machine at each calibration point.
When it is impractical to generate an automatic synchronization signal, the synchronization can be done
manually. This might be necessary, for example, in calibrating a precision microscope stage or a micrometer.
The operator would position the instrument manually,
and when ready he would press the MANUAL PLOT
switch to plot the error. 6
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MachineToolEvaluationby
LaserInterferometer
By Richard R. Baldwln
INcnrasrNc DEMANDFoR HIGHAccuRAcYin mass-producedmachinedparts hasforcedthe machinetool industry to rely lesson the skill of the machinistand more on
the accuracyof the machinetool itself. The largenumber
of identicalmachiningoperationsrequiredfor massproduction has led to increasingautomation of machine
tools, ultimatelyleavingthe machinetool responsiblefor
the quality of the finishedpart. This, of course,hasmade
it imperative that builders and users of machine tools
continuouslystudy and improve their tools' operating
characteristics,particularly positioning accuracy.
One of the earliestproblemsassociatedwith machine
tool evaluationwas the lack of a suitablelengthstandard.
Evaluation of positioning accuracywas commonly performed using a physicalstandardsuch as a scaleor lug
bar. These were available with sufficient accuracy in
lengthsup to about two feet, but longer standardswere
unwieldyand generallyinaccurate.This meantthat positioningaccuracyof largemachinetoolshad to be checked
in short intervals by the method of 'staging'which was
an extremelylong and tedious process.The results so
obtainedwere often nonrepeatable,and were not always
indicative of the accuracy of the machine tool under
evaluation.
The developmentof the laser interferometerfinally
providedthe machinetool industry with a high accuracy
length standardwhich could be used on machinetools
of all sizes.The accuracyof the interferometeris limited
by the laserwavelength,which is known to within about
one part in ten million. This value comparesfavorably
with the best physical standardsavailable, and is certainly adequatefor machinetool evaluation.In addition,
the laser interferometeris extremelyeasyto use, allowto be made in minuteswhich had preing measurements
viously taken several hours or even days to perform.
Initial attemptsat machine tool evaluationusing the
laser interferometer yielded results very quickly, but
again the results were often nonrepeatableand not indicativeof machinetool positioningaccuracy.
WavelengthVariations
One reason for this involves the wavelengthof the

laseritself.It is the wavelengthin vacuumwhich is known
to about one part in ten million. The wavelengthin air
is somewhatshorter than the vacuum wavelength,since
air has a refractive index slightly greater than one. In
addition, the refractive index of air is not constantbut
is a function of air composition,temperature,and barometric pressure.To define the wavelengthof the laser
in air, therefore,all of thesefactors must be accurately
determined.For this reason,all commerciallyavailable
laser interferometerswith fringes-to-inchesconversion
have provisions for determining barometric pressure,
temperature,and relative humidity either automatically
or via manual input.
Many usersof interferometers,however,do not realize
that these systemsinclude a combination of electronic
circuits and transducerswhich are subjectto failure, and
which require periodic recertification.In addition, many
interferometersare built in such a way that certification
of the pressure,temperature,and humidity correction
factorsis an extremelytediousand difficult process.This
is particularly true in interferometerswith automatic
wavelengthcorrection.As a result, many users do not
institute an adequaterecertification program for their
interferometers,and this generallyresults in inaccurate
measurementsdue to improper fringes-to-inchesconversion.
ThermalEffects
Another and more significantsourceof error in interferometer machinetool evaluationis the effect of temperature on the machine tool itself. For machinetools
which use a steelleadscrewto determinecarriageposition, this eftect representsan expansionof six microinchesper inch for a one-degree-Fahrenheit
rise in the
leadscrewtemperature.If the total carriagetravel were
50 inches,this effect would representa total changein
positioningaccuracyof 300 microinchesfor eachdegree
changein the leadscrewtemperature.Further compounding the difficulty is the fact that the leadscrewoperates
in an extremelypoor thermal environment.During operation, the leadscrewis facedon all sideswith heat sources
suchasthe driving motor, the bearings,andthe drive nut.
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the machine tool on the basis of data taken relative to
the tailstock, since it is the position of the tool tip relative to the spindlewhich determinesmachiningaccruacy'
In this case.deflectionsof the machinebed shouldhave
been taken into accountwhen designingfixturing for the
laser interferometer.
Despitethe insidiousnature of the previousexample,
it is one of the simpler types of machinedeflection.Besidesthe predictabledeflectionscausedby the weight of
moving components,there exist much more complex
deflectionscausedby thermal gradientsthroughout the
machinetool. Theseeffectsare not constant,and are a
function not only of the conditions under which the
machine tool is operated,but also of the environment
in which the machine tool operates.Here again, it is
important that the conditions under which a machine
tool is evaluated approximate those conditions under
which it will be used.
In conclusion,it should be mentioned that the previously describedproblems are not new, nor are they
unique to the laser interferometer.The sameprinciples
apply when using any measuringsystem.The point is
that the laser interferometer does not eliminate the fundamental requirementsof precision measurement.Machine tool errors are complex by nature, and can only
be eliminated through intensivestudy. The laser interferometerrepresentsa valuabletool for diagnosingthese
errors, which is the first step in improving machinetool
performance.E

During the first few hours of machine operation, the
leadscrew temperature increasesto some value well above
ambient. Its final temperature, however, is not only a
function of the ambient temperature but is also dependent
on how the machine is operated during warmup. If the
carriage is cycled on fast feed through its entire travel,
for example, the leadscrew temperature will stabilize at
a higher value than would result during normal operation.
It is therefore important that the conditions under which
a machine tool evaluation is made be well controlled and
well defined. But even more important, it should be recognized that the machine tool will probably not show
the same characteristics during actual operation. The
presenceof coolant, the use of different feed rates, cutting
forces, and many other factors will change the positioning accuracy of a machine tool during use. A machine
tool evaluation should therefore be conducted under conditions which best approximate those conditions under
which the machine tool will operate during use.
An additional temperature effect occurs in the machined part itself. It cannot be assumedthat the machined
part will remain at ambient temperature during the machining process, and if the part is not at ambient temperature its dimensions will change due to thermal expansion or contraction when it is taken off the machine.
This effect is not directly applicable to machine tool evaluation since it is due to no fault of the machine tool, but
it must be understood by the machine tool user if he
wishes to obtain optimum machine tool performance.
Mechanical Dellections
In addition to thermal eftects, mechanical deflections
of machine tool components often introduce error during
a machine tool evaluation.
As an example of machine tool deflection, the author
witnessed some time ago a series of interferometric machine tool tests in which the interferometer sensing head
was mounted on a large tape-controlled lathe by means
of a platform which replaced the tailstock. This platform
provided a stable, vibration-free mounting fixture which
appeared to be adequate. However, when the data obtained relative to the tailstock were compared to similar
data taken relative to the spindle, certain repeatable differences became apparent. A detailed examination of
the setup revealed that as the carriage approached the
tailstock platform, which supported the interferometer,
the platform was deflected toward the carriage by an
appreciable amount. This deflection was due to bending
of the entire machine bed, caused by the weight of the
carriage. It would not have been valid to accept or reject
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An Instant-On
Laser
for LengthMeasurement
Thisspecially developedtwolrequency /aseris
rugged,tunesitseltinstantly,and runscool.
By GlennM. Burgwaldand WilliamP. Kruger

SooNlrrrn ITs INvENTIoNten yearsago,someclever
fellow characterizedthe laser as 'a solutionlooking for a
probleml That solutionhas now found problemsaplenty,
rangingfrom eye surgerythrough metal cutting to highdensity data storageand retrieval, to name but a few.
Another suchproblem is the precisemeasurementof distance, made feasible by the coherenceand accurately
known wavelengthof laser light. When a laser is used
asthe light sourcein an interferometer,distancemeasurement is a simple matter of countinginterferencefringes,
each count signifying anotherfew millionths of an inch
of distance.
For the new HP Laser Interferometerdescribedin the
article on page 2, an entirely new laser was developed.
Designedspecificallyfor interferometry, it is a singlemode helium-neon laser in which Zeeman splitting is
used to divide the main spectralline into two lines separatedin frequencyby about 2.OMHz. The laseris extremely rugged, can be locked on frequency without
warmup, and is designedto operatereliably in industrial
use for 10.000hours or more.

without dangerof developingspurioustransversemodes.
Single-longitudinal-mode
operationis achievedby
using a mirror spacingof approximately13 cm, a value
sufficientlysmall to keep adjacentmodes in regions of
low gain and thus preventtheir simultaneousoscillation.
Fig. 2 showshow laser gain varies with frequencyfor
the Doppler-broadened63284 (632.8 nm) line of helium-neon.Mode spacingis c/21, wherec is the velocity
of light and I is the mirror spacing.A proper choiceof I
is onewhich safelysuppresses
adjacentmodeswhensome
one mode is at maximum gain.But with //R constant(R
is mirror radius of curvature) smaller I means smaller
output power.Optimumspacingis 13-15 cm.

ZeemanSplitting
Although single-modeoperationis necessaryto avoid
ambiguities,a better interferometercan be built if two
adjacent frequenciesare available rather than a single
one (seearticle,page2).In the new HP laser,two frequenciesare obtainedby Zeeman splitting of the main
spectralline. Here's what this means.
If an axial magneticfield is applied to a laser which
Single-Mode
Operation
is free from polarizationanisotropyin either the mirrors
To avoid ambiguity in translating light wavelengths or the plasmatube, the output splitsinto two frequencies
into distance,the laser operatesin a single transverse of left and right circular polarizationas shownin Fig. 3.
mode and a single longitudinal mode. It has a 'hemiFirst-order theory predictsthat the frequencysplitting is
spheric' mirror systemin which a flat and a spherical proportional to magneticfield strengthand to the ratio
mirror faceeachother at oppositeendsof a gas-discharge of line Q to cavity Q. In the new laser, magneticfield
bore of predeterminedlength and diameter.By adjusting strengthis adjustedfor a differencefrequencyof about
mirror spacing,diffraction lossesare set so that only the
2.0 MHz. Line center is virtually midway betweenthe
lowest-ordertransversemode,TEMoo,cofl oscillate.Fig.
displacedlines, so proper cavity tuning can be assured
1 illustratespower output versus mirror spacingfor a
by adjustingfor equal intensitiesof the lines.
given bore diameter, and shows typical mode bounds.
Fig. 4 is a photographof the interior of the laserhead,
The laseroperatesashigh on the power curveaspossible showingthe axial magnet.
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Fig. 1. Laser power output vercus mirrcr spacing tor a
given dilfraction aperturc (bore diameter), showing typical transverse-modebounds. New HP laser operates in
TEMv mode only, but as c/ose to TEMotregion as possib/e, so as to maximize powet output.

Cavity Design and Tuning
The requirement of no polarization anisotropy, which
must be satisfied for Zneman splitting, precludes use of
a plasma tube with Brewster-angle windows, since such
windows have low reflection loss for only one kind of
polarization. This in turn means that internal mirrors
are obligatory. Also, it was a design objective that the
laser be tuned to line center as soon as it is turned on,
and this means that the plasma tube, or cavity, must include a tuning element to compensate for small changes
in length.
The cavity design satisfies both these requirements. A
sturdy rod, about an inch in diameter, of one of the new
inorganic materials having virtually a zeto coefficient of
thermal expansion, is used as a combined plasma tube
and mirror spacer. It has an axial hole of the proper size
to control transverse-mode excitation, and the ends are
precision-ground to provide proper mirror alignment.
Cavity length changes during and after warmup are
small enough to be compensated by a piezoelectric wafer
which forms part of an electronic servo loop. The loop
monitors the intensities of the Zeeman-split lines and
keeps them equal by varying the voltage on the piezoelectric element. The tuning range is adequate to compensate
for all expected thermal length changes without the need
for an oven.
This very stiff and stable resonator is encased in an
all-glass envelope through which are brought appropriate
electrical leads to generate a gas discharge and to apply
voltage to the piezoelectric tuning element. Since no
organic cements are used, the laser can be given hightemperature vacuum bakeout before final filling. This
removes gas contamination as a factor tending to reduce
the life of the laser.
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Fig. 2, This is the Doppler-broadenedgain curve for the
63284 (632.8 nm) line ol helium-neon. In the new HP
Iaser, cavity length (D is about 13 cm, so only a single
longitudinal mode can oscillate.

Long-LifeMirrors
Becauseof the modest gain-per-passin this type of
laser, photons must be reflectedback and forth many
timesthrough the cavity to achieveoscillation,and hence
the mirrors must have extremelygood reflectivity.Only
tuned multilayer dielectricsurfaceshave the neededreflectivity at optical wavelengths.Thesecoatingsmust be
able to withstandevacuation,high-temperaturebakeout,
and exposureto all radiation from the dischargeincluding ultraviolet.Unfortunately,the'soft-coated'mirrors
typically used externally, although excellent reflectors,
deteriorateupon exposureto ultraviolet light in at most
a few hundred hours.
Coating manufacturershave exerted a great deal of
efiort to achieve'hard' coatingsunaffectedby ultraviolet
light, and have found that alternatelayers of silicon dioxide and titanium dioxide, for example, can provide
adequatereflectivity and yet not deterioratefrom ultraviolet exposure.They also withstandthe thermal cycling
of good vacuum practice. The new laser has mirrors of
this type. Long-term life testsare under way, and some
are now approaching20,000 hours. Therefore,it seems
possibleto concludethat hard-coatedmirrors properly
made and useddo not limit laser life.
Long-LifeDischarge
Eliminating the most commoncauseof laserfailurecontaminationof the fill gases-does not in itself assure
infinite laser life. Mechanismsexist by which the noble
gaseshelium and neon can be lost to the discharge.For
instance,helium diffusesrapidly through certain glasses.
To minimize this, the new laser'senvelopeis made of a
material which is very low in helium diffusion.
A different kind of loss involves 'capture' of noble

Al Bagley, and Don Hammond. Means of drilling and
grinding the zero-expansioncavities were perfectedby
Vas Peickii and personnelof the HP Laboratoriesmodel
shop. Envelopeconstructionfell to Bob Lorimer of the
HP Laboratoriesglassworkingshop. Innumerableideas
and suggestionswere contributed by others including
Hugo Fellner, Joe Rando, Wright Huntley, and Howard
Greenstein.
William P. Kruger

Flg.3. Two lrequencies are derived trcm the single-mode
Iaserby Zeeman splitting.An axial magnetic tield causes
the single line to split into two lines. The two trequencies
have opposite ci rcular polarizations.
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Glenn M. Burgwald
Flg. 4. Interior ot laser head, showing /aser with axial
magnet, telescope, and interterometet components.Pencil points to magnet.

gaseseither within the metallic lattice of the cathodeby
ion penetration,or through a complexsputteringprocess
which seemsto plate out gasatomswhen cathodematerial migratesto a new surface.In the new laser 'capture'
factors are minimized by proper cathodedesignand fill
pressures.The laserusesa cold cathodeof ruggeddesign
whoselong life hasbeendemonstrated.0
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